I really messed up this time.

I don't know what went wrong.

Then we found a bag of dodgeballs at her feet.

Kayla has never done anything like this before.

We all make mistakes sometimes.

Kayla has certainly stumbled.

Worst of all I let down my parents!

I thought I could use my powers to help.
...acting out...

...disappointing behavior...

...big trouble...

ugh!

...throwing balls everywhere...

...injuries...

...fellow classmates...

how could this get any worse?!

...moved from her class...

nooooo!
WHAT DO WE DO TO MOVE FORWARD?
I THINK WE CAN HELP KAYLA RIGHT HER PATH. AS I SAID, I WAS MOVED FROM HER CLASSMATES WORDS.
THANK YOU, MS. FAZAL.

I COULD BE MOVED FROM MS. PALMER'S CLASS! I'M SO ANGRY!

MAYBE IF I PROMISE TO CLEAN MS. PALMER'S ROOM FOR A MONTH?

THAT WILL NEVER WORK! I FEEL SO SAD NOW.

I GUESS THIS IS IT, I CAN'T TELL THEM WHAT I DID. THEY WILL NEVER LISTEN.
KAYLA

KAYLA

OUCH!

Huh?

WHO SAID THAT?

WOMM WOMM

AHhh!
WHO ARE YOU? WHAT DO YOU WANT WITH ME?

KAYLA

I DON'T UNDERSTAND!

ANGER

WHERE AM I?

YOU

IS THAT THE...

HMM?

WHO ARE YOU?!! THAT'S MINE! KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF!

MINE

MINE
YOU CAN'T HAVE IT, IT'S MINE! I EARNED THAT!

TOGETHER

MINE

NO! LEAVE ME ALONE! LET GO!

DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT IT!

GET AWAY FROM ME!

MEEEEE
SO WE WILL TALK WITH KAYLA TONIGHT. SHE WILL APOLOGIZE FOR THIS OUTBURST.

WE APPRECIATE YOU WORKING WITH HER.

KAYLA? KAYLA, WHERE ARE YOU?

MR. ANDREWS, DID KAYLA GO SOMEWHERE?

NO, MS. FAZAL.

WHAT'S GOING ON?

KAYLA SEEMS TO HAVE WONDERED OFF. MAYBE SHE PASSED YOU IN THE HALL?

THANKS MS. FAZAL, I WILL TAKE THEM TO KAYLA.

THANK YOU MS. PALMER AND AND THANK YOU FOR COMING BY MR AND MRS. WILLIAMS.
WHY DON'T YOU TWO GET KAYLA. I'LL COLLECT HER STUFF AND MEET YOU THERE.

GREAT IDEA! LET'S GO GET HER.

DO YOU NEED A HAND WITH HER STUFF?

NO, I'VE GOT IT. THANKS AGAIN FOR ALL YOUR HELP!

HOW DID YOU GET YOURSELF INTO THIS MESS, KAYLA?

and that was just to I'll tell you the

lol that's wild! love ya bro!

Please call me ASAP
Issue 4 Parent/Caregiver Resources

Kayla's behavior results in a conversation between her parents and Ms. Fazal. To learn about why kids act out and what to do, see this information from Understood.org:
https://www.understood.org/en/friends-feelings/managing-feelings/anger-frustration/child-acting-out?_ul=1*raq9tx*domain_userid*YW1wLXJEdHFycEY4WENFMDdDZ0lwWGFmWXc.

Kayla feels that she let her parents down. To learn how to help kids deal with big emotions, see this information from the Child Mind Institute:

Kayla has different emotions about the situation, including anger. To learn how to recognize frustration and anger in kids, see this information from Understood.org:
https://www.understood.org/en/friends-feelings/managing-feelings/anger-frustration/helping-your-child-cope-with-anger-and-frustration?_ul=1*18z1rbm*domain_userid*YW1wLXJEdHFycEY4WENFMDdDZ0lwWGFmWXc.

For more information or to stay up to date with Kayla's adventure

Visit www.improvingliteracy.org
or
@NCILiteracy